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MEMORANDUM

TO: Bob Haldeman
FROM: DC

I would like to know as soon as possible what the media plans are for running the 1/2 hour telethon in Pennsylvania and Ohio. I would like to get that decision made and when it is going to be done. My view being that a check on that one -- that one properly advertised may give an idea whether we should run it in other states.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Bob Haldeman
FROM: DC

You must be sure that all of our people -- both here in New York and Washington -- understand that there are to be no (absolutely no) backgrounders at this time. I do not want to hear of any of our people talking off or on the record to any writers with their ideas of what our strategy, plans, ideas, etc. are for the period ahead. I want you to make sure that everyone knows this -- including, Ellsworth, Whelan, Herb Klein, Sears, etc. -- all of our people the press might be asking for some line on what we plan to do -- what kind of appearances -- etc. NOTHING is to be given out in this period.

Maybe you and John Mitchell should call all of the top people together and make this point.
Mr. H. R. Haldeman  
c/o J. Walter Thompson Company  
6505 Wilshire Boulevard  
Los Angeles, California 90048  

Dear Bob:

I have the following instruction:

"Bob Haldeman is to be given charge of the Convention and all arrangements. Timmons and anyone else who wants to work on this will be under Haldeman. (John Ehrlichman of Seattle, Washington, has volunteered to be of assistance in this matter as well.)"

I have visited with Bill Timmons about this, and we will be in touch with you in the next few days on what has been done and how the land lies, etc.

Warmest and best.

Sincerely,

Robert Ellsworth  
National Director

RE: jl  
cc: Bill Timmons
May 22, 1968

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bob Haldeman
FROM: RN
Re: Addition to Check List

While others have the responsibility --
please add to your check list -- New Jersey and Illinois write-ins.
Check on progress.
January 25, 1968

REMINDER TO: DWIGHT CHAPIN
FROM: DC

Pass on to Haldeman my idea that I want some effort to be made to get the Chicago Tribune delivered to each delegate's and alternate's room as well as to each newspaperman at the Convention. The New York Times and Miami Herald will be there and we need one paper which will give another point of view.

# # #
Mrs. Ethel Kennedy

The season from noon from

California
Memorandum to RN
From Buchanan
May 8, 1968

Before the simulation idea is finally canned, if it is to be, would RN take a rapid reading of this thing from TCH. Huston says the cost of the thing will be less than the cost of the Youth Budget between now and convention.

Buchanan

Go ahead (if 40g or less)

but get a new cost

figur - ship - 4 H6

of no use to RN

This is an almost just an organized effort to get info

that any decent company

should have at its finger

But since we won't get it let's bug it.
In our initial memorandum explaining the simulation process, we listed six broad areas of information which can be made available:

(1) a state-by-state ranking by degree of "favorableness" to Nixon, Kennedy, Humphrey, etc.

(2) a weighted ranking of these states by favorableness and electoral vote, showing the most favorable and most valuable states for each candidate.

(3) a ranking of the favorableness of the people who have been mentioned as possible running-mates with Nixon.

(4) "voter-types" (ex., white, urban, Catholic, male, Republican, Easterner, upper socio-economic class) listed in order of preference for Nixon, Kennedy, etc.

(5) the most important issues in each state.

(6) the most important issues to each "voter-type".

Essentially, the above information represents only a rough product whose value is derived from its specific application to concrete campaign objectives, programs, and problems. The options available are almost limitless once the raw data has been programmed and is available on the computer. The following examples of application of this information are intended only to suggest some of the areas where we believe this program could be of great value. As the campaign progresses and as we begin to work with the data, new opportunities as well as new requirements will doubtless arise to be exploited. Since we intend to limit our hypotheses and allow the data to speak for itself, we believe that information which we did not anticipate will become available to guide us further in an effort to provide the utmost assistance in relating public opinion data to the practical aspects of the campaign. However, there are many applications which we can program for immediate use. Some of these are listed below.

I. STATE DATA.

1. Determining a winning electoral combination. The most immediate product of simulation will be a ranking of states based upon their favorableness and their importance electorally to Nixon. This will be a relative ranking (rather than an absolute percentage distribution), but
will tell us with a high degree of accuracy which states represent the best opportunity for a winning electoral combination. We can tell which states deserve the most attention based on their relative electoral importance and which should receive the least attention because of the likelihood they will inevitably go Democratic. Also, we will be able to determine which states are marginal and thus require particular attention.

2. Information for state leaders. As will be pointed out in further detail below, we will be able to analyze each state in terms of voter-types and issues. This information will be of great help to us in many ways, but one peripheral consideration is the possibility of making some of this state information available to state leaders to assist them in working not only for R's election, but for a clean sweep for the GOP. This helps us guarantee a maximum effort for R with the correct groups on the correct issues, but it also helps us build morale among state leaders by providing them invaluable information which would not otherwise be available to us except at great expense. We could also do this for Congressional candidates. If in each state candidates down the line on the ticket are hitting on the same issues (issues selected by R's), it is bound to assist the national ticket and get us more exposure than otherwise might be available.

II. Allocation of Resources.

1. Scheduling. Simulation data can provide assistance in determining the amount of attention which the candidate should devote to each state. In a presidential campaign, the candidate's time is the most precious commodity. We can determine the relative importance of states and postulate the attention which should be paid to each state. We intend to analyze the relative voter appeal of each of the recognized Republican presidential possibilities, e.g., Rockefeller, Percy, Reagan, etc., so that we could do the same thing for these people. On the basis of this information, we will know in which states they are particularly strong, with which voter-types, and on which issues. From this information, we can advise on the use of these people in support of the national ticket. If one of these should be the Vice Presidential candidate, this information would be particularly useful, but no doubt R will want to use all the prominent Republican leaders in his campaign, and simulation will tell us where to use them to best advantage.

2. Campaign Spending. Simulation can also help determine the allocation of financial resources. This is an obvious deduction, but only if it is understood that resources of every type are to be principally allocated on the basis of the viable electoral combination which arises from our determination that certain states and certain activities are to receive priority because of their importance and potentiality.
III. VOTER-TYPES.

1. Holding a New Coalition. Presidential elections are not won on the basis of strict popular appeal. Electoral combinations are decisive, but the Democrats recognized with FDR that electoral votes are secured through the careful formulation of a winning coalition of interest groups, i.e., voter-types. Simulation will enable us to identify those voter-types within each state which are for or inclined toward him. It will enable us to determine which groups we have and which groups we need to get. Because we will also be analyzing the strength of each potential Democratic nominee, we will also be able to identify those groups which are traditionally Democrat but which may be dissatisfied with the particular nominee. In view of the fact that the Democrats may split this year, it is particularly important that we be able to readily define those groups which are disillusioned with the ultimate nominee. This we will be able to do regardless of whom the Democrats nominate in Chicago.

2. Citizens Operation. The Citizens for Nixon operation in Washington is organizing a series of special interest committees, e.g., Senior Citizens for Nixon, Doctors for Nixon, etc. Simulation will enable us to determine by states where these committees can be most effective because simulation data will parallel their own interest orientation. This information will not only make it possible to zero in on groups in those states which are electorally most important, but will make it possible to identify specifically which groups are most important and where and on what issues these special interest groups should be approached. Our data would also enable the Citizens operation to operate on a cost effective basis since we would be able to advise against contemplated projects which our analysis of each group by state indicated would not be productive.

3. Voter Registration. Certainly a major effort will be undertaken to register new voters in those states which we regard as crucial. Simulation, augmented by demographic information to determine population shifts and trends in voting, will enable us to pin-point those areas where intensive registration efforts would be most productive. We can determine specific voter-types within geographical areas which represent the most lucrative targets for a registration effort as well as point out specific communities which should receive priority attention.

IV. ISSUES.

1. Determining Key issues. Simulation will enable us to determine key issues by state and by voter-type. This will enable us to tailor our appeals to specific groups which will make up the new coalition necessary for victory. More specifically, we can:
a. Advise HN and others campaigning on his behalf which issues are of paramount concern in each state and relate these issues to specific voter-types. As a corollary, we can advise which issues to avoid in particular areas so as to eliminate the possibility of unnecessarily generating disagreement in an area where it could easily be avoided.

b. Advise various campaign committees both at the national and state level on the type of appeal to include in printed campaign literature. This would be particularly helpful to the citizens operation since we could provide specific information on issues of greatest concern to those groups which they are attempting to service. This assistance could also be rendered to state committees who would thus be able to concentrate on those issues of greatest concern within their own states.

c. Advise the advertising people on the type of copy to be used in particular states and in the media directed at particular voting groups. By working closely with media representatives, we could provide information on voter attitudes and issue-orientation for voters within recognized media-markets. This assumes, of course, that some advertising will be localized. However, even on national advertising, the type of issue information we could make available would doubtless be of assistance.

2. Public Opinion Data Book. We could prepare for use by key staff personnel a notebook containing public opinion data developed not only from our simulation operation, but also from demographic and voter trend studies as well as other public opinion research. This notebook would be broken down into various categories, e.g., a) demographic information, b) issue information (by states and voter types), c) states (voting trends, demographic information, voter-types, issue orientation), d) voter trends (by states and voter-types on various issues), and e) group attitudes (on issues by states). As you can see, much of this information would be cross-indexed to make it easier to use. When preparing a speech, planning an itinerary, preparing advertising copy, or drafting a piece of campaign literature, this information would be readily available. We could put this information into such a format as to make it readily available to the working staff. Of course, this would not be a substitute for the more detailed analysis which would be made available to HN for planning purposes, but would simply be an additional effort in order to gain the maximum use of the information which we produced.

V. PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS.

1. Analysis of polls taken outside the organization. Our in-house personnel could study polls taken by people unrelated to the Nixon organization and evaluate it for the benefit of top staff planners.
This would include various public opinion polls appearing in the media. We could relate this data to our own to determine both the reliability of our own work and the political significance of the polls being published.

2. **Analysis of local polls.** Many polls of varying reliability will be appearing in the local press, e.g., the Gary Tribune’s poll of Indiana’s 1st Congressional District. We could collect this information and evaluate it, thus enabling us to compare it with our simulation data to further refine our analysis of state voter-type attitudes within states. Much of this type of information might not otherwise come to the attention of the campaign staff, but might nevertheless be of some value.

3. **Periodic Report on Polling Implications.** We could prepare a periodic analysis of published polls to be circulated among the campaign staff and others directly interested in the campaign. This activity would principally be of psychological value since we could point out encouraging signs and discredit obviously political efforts designed to make RN look bad in the polls, e.g., Harris. An example of this is the recent student poll conducted by Time magazine. We would point out that the margin of error in such a major effort is such that it is likely that RN has more campus support than Bobby, particularly in view of the fact that only the most politically-motivated students would take the time to go to the polling places and vote. The margin of difference in the two totals is so slight that we should realistically consider RN to have at least tied with Bobby for second rather than having placed third as Time would have us believe. We would support this contention by pointing out that other student surveys have shown greater Republican affiliation on the campus than does the Time study, and that many students who are “hung up” on the Vietnam question will swing around as the issue clears now that Johnson is out of the race. This sort of analysis (rough as it is here) might be valuable to our campaign workers who will be called upon to explain the meaning of polls occurring in the daily press.

4. **In-House Polling.** It is obvious that the most efficient arrangement would be for us to handle whatever in-house polling is necessary. From our simulation data, we can determine which states require polls in order to provide us with sufficient data. We can also determine the types of information we need based upon whatever deficiencies turn up in our simulation of a particular state or based upon issues which suddenly show up which we believe need to be examined further. However, if it should be decided to have current polling done by someone else, we should at least be provided with the raw data once the poll is completed and we should be consulted prior to the preparation of the interview questions. One of our first tasks should this project be authorized should be to evaluate the raw data from polls already conducted on behalf of RN.
II. CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the above represent some of the major areas where simulation can be of particular assistance. As mentioned at the beginning, we intend to let the data speak for itself, so we fully expect to find information which will suggest new avenues for both exploration and application. One of the main advantages of the simulation process is that it will enable us to identify problem areas which will require further investigation in special polls and further analysis of demographic information, voter trend studies, and issue surveys. To attempt to postulate these problem areas at the outset would be to defeat our purpose and ignore the process, but one of our major tasks will be to be on the lookout for them so that we can anticipate their impact before we are confronted with them on a political level.

We believe that the proper utilization of the data which simulation can give could easily result in the savings of more money that the simulation operation will cost. This is particularly true if financial resources are allocated among states and voter-types on the basis of our determination of where they will do the most good. Thus, simulation can help campaign planners and financiers reduce the likelihood of money being spent in areas and for projects which, in the final analysis, will not materially assist in November.

We recognize that in many instances listed above wherein we suggest the use of data derived from simulation, it would be possible to arrive at approximately the same information by other means. For example, an electoral combination of states could be put together merely by sound judgment. It might or might not be as accurate as what we could determine through simulation. Also, it would be possible strictly from demographic information and voter trend studies to determine in which states you should concentrate your voter registration efforts. You could also determine the issue orientation of voter-types by states by non-simulation techniques but only through the extensive use of state polls—at a cost of approximately $300,000 if you were to do the job thoroughly.

We believe the advantage of simulation, particularly at this time, is the opportunity it provides for coordinated effort. There is not a single example listed above of information which we believe would of itself justify the expense of a simulation program. However, we believe the total program is certainly worth the expense. An important question which you might wish to ask yourself is this: Are you likely without the simulation program to get the same degree of information with the same degree of accuracy at rapidly and at less cost with the same degree of coordination and close attention? If the answer is yes, then doubtless simulation offers you little. If a candid appraisal is likely to force you to conclude that you would not, we believe simulation
is definitely necessary.

Two examples immediately come to mind to point out the type of service an in-house simulation effort could provide. First, there are at least 20 states which have state-wide polls available. Some, of course, are more reliable than others. We could analyze these state polls and determine how reliable they are. Those which we found to be valid for our use would enable us to avoid the expense of conducting our own polls in those states. Query: Without such an in-house capability would the Nixon operation take advantage of this opportunity? Second, the Republican House and Senate Campaign Committees are planning to survey 50 Congressional districts and 8 states during the campaign. If Mr. is the nominee, we could most likely gain access to this information and again eliminate the necessity for some original polling at our expense. Query: If there were not within the campaign organization a specific team working with this type of information, would this opportunity be seized?

It also should be pointed out that these types of information would be of value only if they augmented a simulation project, since otherwise it would be virtually impossible to relate them to data which not only verified their accuracy, but which provided the additional detailed information necessary to provide you with meaningful conclusions.

We believe that it is possible to provide valuable information for planning purposes in sufficient time to be of use and to do so at a reasonable cost. We believe that simulation is the most efficient means to provide this information and to guarantee the coordinated effort most likely to assure that raw data is translated into practical campaign assistance.

It is not our desire to over-sell the advantages of simulation. In fact, we believe we have tended to attribute less value to the process than we actually believe it has. We tend to think that more information will be available and more uses for it will present themselves than we have suggested to you. Simulation is not magic, nor is it pure science. It is, however, one important step along the road that leads from an educated guess to a calculated probability. It is valuable as a planning tool and as an aid in the formulation of decisions and the allocation of resources. This we feel is enough to justify its use, and should you decide to go ahead with the project, we will provide you with the most precise data possible upon which to make the crucial decisions necessary in the months ahead.
TO: Rose Mary Woods
RE: Schedule

The June schedule proposes a June 5 drop-by at the Links. For us to prepare this effectively we would like approval by Monday, May 20.

Yes

No
MEMORANDUM

5/13/68

TO: Messrs. Mitchell, Whitaker, Kleindienst, Ellsworth, Moynihan, Sears, Haldeman and Chapin

FROM: D.C.

I have seen a number of requests in recent days for consideration of speaking engagements after the Oregon primary and also for meetings with delegates in key states. Unless we begin to analyze these carefully now, we will be making decisions on a hit and miss basis and my schedule will probably get so crowded that I will arrive in Miami on August 5 like a rag.

Just as soon as we return from this week's trip I think a meeting should be held at which all the possible meetings in June and through the 21st of July are put on the table and considered. In this connection, Stone is pushing for four or five fund-rising receptions in various parts of the country. If possible, those should be given low priority because they, of course, do not serve our purposes in terms of getting delegates, however, they may prove to be necessary if the finance committee does not come through with what we need.

I would like to see a suggested schedule on this when I return from this week's swing. John Whitaker will have most of the invitations and Kleindienst et al. will have the recommended conventions or delegate meetings that I would have to attend. In addition, time should be left open for telephone calls and personal visits with some VIP types.

I cannot emphasize the necessity of keeping a lot of loose time in this period because a personal meeting whose name comes up on the spur of the moment may prove to be far more valuable than one that we might have scheduled a month or two earlier involving a full delegation.
March 17, 1968
Letter from Earl Mazo to Hobe Lewis:

Dear Hobe:

The popular "line" that Nixon is a cipher at winning independent and Democratic votes, while Rockefeller is a giant needs examination in terms of reality. That propaganda will become a din as the Rockefeller operation intensifies.

Since the ultimate proof is in actual election vote counts, let's take the very latest -- New Hampshire:

Both Nixon and Rockefeller had to be written in on the Democratic ballot. Therefore, the "ballot listing" excuse was better forgotten, and the result was not even mentioned... The reason: Nixon's write-in by Democrats was 4.6 percent; Rockefeller's was .004 (four-tenths of one percent.)

The official count: 2,529 of NH's registered Democrats wrote-in Nixon: 248 wrote in Rockefeller...And incidently, only about 600 Democrats wrote in Bobby Kennedy.

The NY Times, in an election-eve editorial anticipating a massive Rockefeller vote (for which the Rockefeller apparatus had worked) declared: "Any sizeable Rockefeller vote...can be regarded as in the nature of an anti-Nixon protest vote."
Well, that one dies aborning. The Times next day neglected to note the "anti-Nixon protest" turned out to be a Nixon triumph and Rockefeller dud.

That was ballot-box reality, not needled propaganda and wishful fantasy.

And on that score, another fact-of-voting that ought to be remembered is Nixon's sizeable non-Republican (Democrats, Independents) vote in 1960. As I recall, Nixon got well over 5-million votes more than the Republican party turnout.

And his pulling-power resulted in a nation-wide net Republican gain of 21 Congressmen, two Senators, two governors, 300 state legislators and swarms of state, county and local officers. (Thus with Nixon at the top of the ticket, the GOP reversed a down-hill trend of two years before when the Democrats won an incredible net total of 16 Senate seats and swept to victory at all levels, coast-to-coast...)

---

One other thing:

I surely hope the Nixon people are carefully collecting tapes and film of all the post-NH Bobby, McCarthy and Johnson-Humphrey observations about each other. Like much of what we have seen and heard these past days (and might soon forget), the Kennedy statement that Johnson must go because America positively must have "new leadership" should be precious stuff to replay repeatedly in September and October. (A major flaw in the 1960 campaign was the failure to have leading Democrats make the case against Kennedy...
via replayed tapes. No Republicans could state it so effect-
ively as Fello-Demos Johnson, Rayburn, Truman, Morse and
others had done.

Well. I suppose that's that for now.

All the best

Earl
March 17, 1968

Dear Hobe:

The popular "line" that Nixon is a cipher at winning independent and Democratic votes, while Rockefeller is a giant needs examination in any terms of reality, especially since the propaganda will become a din as the Rockefeller operation intensifies.

Since the ultimate is in actual election vote counts, let's take latest the report very latest -- New Hampshire:

Both Nixon and Rockefeller had to be written in on the Democratic ballot, to the count ballot listing was better for Rockefeller, and the official line not even mentioned...... The reason: Nixon's write-in by Democrats was 4.6 percent; Rockefeller's was .004 (four-tenths of one percent)!! (The official count: 2,520 of NH's registered Democrats wrote-in Nixon; 248 wrote in Rockefeller....And incidentally, only about 600 wrote in Bobby Kennedy.)

The NYTimes, in an election-eve editorial anticipating a massive Rockefeller vote (for which the Rockefeller apparatus had worked), declared: "Any sizable Rockefeller vote...can be regarded as in the nature of an anti-Nixon protest vote."

Well, that died aborning and the Times neglected to note the "anti-Nixon protest" turned out to be a combination Nixon triumph and Rockefeller dud.
That was ballot-box reality, not needle-propaganda and wishful fantasy.

And on that score, another fact-of-voting that ought to be recalled is Nixon's sizable non-Republican (Democrats, independents) vote in 1960. As I recall, Nixon got well over 5-million votes more than the Republican party turnout.

And his pulling-power resulted in a nationwide Republican gain of 21 Congressmen, two Senators, two governors, 300 state legislators and swarms of prominent state, county and local officers. (Thus with Nixon at the top of the ticket, the GOP reversed a downhill trend of two years before when the Democrats won an incredible total of 16 Senate seats and swept to victory at all levels, coast-to-coast...)

One other thing!

I surely hope the Nixon people are carefully collecting tape and film of all the post-NH Bobby, McCarthy and Johnson-Humphrey observations about each other. Like much of what we have seen and heard these past days (and might soon forget), the Kennedy statement that Johnson must go America positively must have been "new leadership" should be precious stuff for Nixon backers to replay repeatedly in September and October. (A major flaw in the 1960 campaign was the failure to have leading Democrats make the case against Kennedy dramatically speaking the electorate via replayed tapes.)

Well, I suppose that's that for now.

All the best
MEMORANDUM

TO: Bob Haldeman
FROM: DC

April 15, 1968

You have to have an understanding with Herb that the contact cannot be with me except in extreme instances. (1) He can't call me with results of polls, etc., and (2) he must not have any responsibility for setting up appointments with newsmen. These requests are to go to Dwight Chapin.
April 15, 1968

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bob Haldeman
FROM: DC

Check Finch on the California situation. I think it is imperative to go forward fast on the double-pronged thing you mentioned to me. Put someone in charge -- Parky perhaps publicly and then a tough, able organizer who will keep his confidence on the group that is supposed to work on the delegates.
April 15, 1968

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bob Haldeman
FROM: DC

I think it is vitally important to back Charlie Rhyne up with excellent staff people. He is full of ideas -- he needs a top executive assistant. Tom Evans is a good guy but we need to have someone with great drive -- some ambition. We need another go-er someone who is brief on the phone and gets things done.

He wants to get toing on doctors wives, doctors, lawyers -- whole bunch -- he wants to open up an office with some fanfare, etc.

Be sure we appoint an assistant who will be in charge of the volunteer women (get Pat Hitt to appoint an assistant).

Get Pat and Charlie together and maybe they will really get something going.
From: Price
To: NA

Subj: LBJ - Paris

1. Alan Greenspan has learned that several Secret Servicemen have taken off for Paris; the supposition is that LBJ is keeping his options open for a personal appearance. Also, LBJ apparently made a press conference remark today which at least carried the threat that an invasion of the North isn't ruled out, if they bring off their threatened new offensive in the South.
July 24, 1968

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mitchell, Ellsworth, Haldeman et al

FROM: DC

It is obvious that we will have to contend with Rockefeller's use of his Crosley and other polls that he will select. I think it is important that on an urgent basis we have our most skillful PR types develop a paper on polls which we can use to counteract this.

I have seen the materials that have been prepared by the news bureau and which I assume were distributed at the Governors' Conference and other places. They are, frankly, pretty sad because they emphasize quantity and lose impact completely. What is needed is to analyze those polls which really show RN doing well. For example, the fact that we do better than Rockefeller does in Illinois and Ohio. The fact that we carry New Jersey and Pennsylvania, etc. The fact that we do better than Rockefeller does in Florida and South Carolina. The fact that we do better than Rockefeller does in Iowa.

All of this must be prepared in a relatively brief summary and then attach the polls to back it up. This is an area where I think we have done a very poor job up to this point due to the fact that we are simply relying on collecting a great mass of polls without analyzing them and making an argument which is effective.

This material should be collected and analyzed now and then written up in a way that it can be delivered to each delegate when he arrives in Miami. It must not be simply put in the NOMINATOR. This should be prepared as a counter action to the whole Rockefeller deal.
TO HALDEMAN - A reminder

7/24/68

In view of Hubert's attack on RH as a racist I again emphasize that somewhere in this operation of ours we need a complete library of Hubert's most vulnerable quotes which have been recorded on radio or on TV. As I pointed out before, I doubt if the National Committee has anything worthwhile in this respect and it is urgent that we go beyond the miniscule operation that Agnes has initiated in this field. She simply hasn't the staff or background to do this job alone.

-----

Another reminder to Haldeman

I think it is important that the family schedule be carefully examined in terms of what we can do to zero them in in the marginal states rather than to have them dissipate in states that do not have the same importance. I realize that some of the pressure can be taken off of me by sending them to states I will not be able to visit but let us also remember that they can be extremely effective in the major states as well and that that should be the first priority.

-----

Further reminder to Haldeman

It is vitally important that the whole speakers operation be upgraded. Again I suggest that this be put in charge of a sophisticated Congressman or Senator. Perhaps Herb Klein should work with them - possibly Brock would be a good man to do this. Charlie McWhorter has some good ideas on this point and, of course, the whole operation has to be blended with the Surrogate Candidate deal.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Bob Haldeman
FROM: DC

I have been discussing - and I think we need a new input -- situation with regard to monitoring TV broadcasts both nationally and locally. I feel that that should not be under Frank Shakespeare. It is not really fair to Frank to put him into the situation where he has to be policing his own industry. For instance yesterday Whalen and others brought up the way Kiker and a few others have been kicking us - Cleveland coverage was very bad. I guess they criticized how we got the crowd and everything else and no one has done anything about it.

I want Herb to develop a plan and I want you to have it for me later this afternoon. This should be part of the Klein operation. Just set up the whole procedure whereby this is done. We should do it for national broadcasts and set up something in each area for the local ones. Herb should draw up a plan and have it ready today. No one likes to take these people on. I want you to check it out and give me a battle plan and get someone on this whole area of the counter-attack.

Also ask Herb what he has found out about the Surf Club press party which the Rockefeller people are giving on Saturday -- Walter Annenberg had his invitation. I think we should get one of the invitations and see what the score is. We know this is a club where they practice discrimination.
MEMORANDUM

TO: John Mitchell/ Bob Haldeman
FROM: DC

I have been giving a great deal of thought in the last few days, as I know you have, to the Citizens operation. I have reached the reluctant conclusion that we have to move now on it or be saddled with an organization that might make the difference between winning or losing in a few key states.

It probably is necessary to have Evans returned to the firm - although I would like to avoid such drastic action. We may have to ask Charlie Rhyne to gracefully step aside. Now - in suggesting that I am ready to consider such drastic action, I am only emphasizing how urgent I think it is.

What concerns me is that after your talk to Huston, Rhyne reacted in a completely negative way which means that Evans is in complete control of the organization and that means we could be saddled with an organization from now until November over which we have no control.

Looking at what has happened to date -- every positive move that has been made has been made inspite of instead of because of what the Citizens have suggested. Cubans for Nixon is now off and running but with no assistance of significance from the Citizens group. Had we waited for the Citizens to act we would not have had a group. The doctors group is on its way but Dr. Amis and Dr. Deluccia are terribly distressed by the type of people they have had to work with in Washington -- their complete incompetence - the usual political hacks. That is why I gave them the go-ahead to run it their own way. The sports committee which Cy Laughter is working on is now on its way but through no credit at all to the Citizens group. Cy, in his very well-intentioned but bumbling way, has made some yardage but every bit of it has been ground out without any assistance - and many times over the objections - of the same little pipsqueaks who are trying to run the Citizens.

I use those areas only as examples because I know this can be duplicated in many fields, including particularly the women's organization.
The problem basically is that Charlie Rhyne is a superb front man but not a good organizer. Tom Evans is neither a good front man nor a good organizer but he is in charge of organization and he is obsessed by the usual phobia which infiltrates so many people who get into politics for the first time -- building a staff. We are simply submerged with deputies, executive directors, executive secretaries, administrative assistants, field men, etc. — with very little being accomplished.

I am writing this memo of course in confidence and quite directly because it is based on a number of reports that I have had and I am convinced that drastic action is necessary if we are going to salvage the situation. With regard to Charlie Rhyne, despite the fact that he is an old law school friend and was active in 1960, if you conclude he should go — just work it out with finesse. With regard to Evans we have to face the fact that he loves politics but he loves position more. He is not in this because he wants to do something but because he wants to be somebody.

I have suggested — without success — that Chotiner could come back and analyze the whole operation and give some recommendations. Short of that kind of action, I urged the meeting with Huston. Now that that has fallen on its face, what I fear is that we will simply drag along with the same organization building a little empire with plenty of "kings" and no "subjects."

I can't really express in words how strongly I feel on this matter. I do think it is of the highest priority to put somebody in charge of Citizens to set it straight. The only name that occurs to me at the moment that might fill this gap is Ehrlichman. Perhaps this is the best niche for him in view of his highly intelligent abilities for toughness and his no-nonsense approach.

I think your main problem is going to be Evans but the time to face up to that is now rather than after the convention. By facing up to him we can shift him aside. I think the approach here is that Garment is away from the firm and that Tom is needed there. That might not be the way — but some move is called for far beyond anything we have thought of up to date.

# # # # #
7/12/68

One lesson that came out of the Illinois thing -- it was handled rather badly -- they had so many PR people around. These people had flown in from all over and they shoved them through - there was quite a bit of resentment.

1. Skip the pictures -- don't bother with them. They want to say hello and be treated like human beings.
   (To herd them in and take a pictures and not have time to say anything to them is TERRIBLE)

From now on - NO PICTURES -- or if there are pictures do not have them pushed around.
TO: Len Garment
FROM: DC

With regard to Ailes, I believe we should try to get him as a producer if that is possible. If it is not possible, I think it is vitally important for us to get some other top producer immediately. As you know, I have felt for a long time that this was the weakest role in our television production. We have gotten by with catch-as-catch-can in this area for some time but a full time first-rate producer is urgently needed and I want you to go on this immediately.

I would like for you to make copies of Ailes' memo and to submit it to Price, Buchanan, Whalen, Shakespeare and Treleven. Apart from his recommendation with regard to mixing up the length of answers, which is a good suggestion, he puts his finger on what I have felt for a long time is a general weakness in both our television and speeches. It is what I was trying to get at when I have compared the telethon "hard sell" with the more relaxed pace of Hillsboro and our documentary efforts.

What we need are some "one-liners" some "kickers" some "memorable lines." Perhaps the man who is most adept at this is Safire -- or - no, he tends to come up with lines that sound "timid and gimmicky" but the difficulty is that the rest of our crew do not seem to have a particular ability in this field. We are long on responsibility we are sometimes eloquent but we seldom come in with the good hard quote which audiences are going to remember.

I recognize that one of our problems here is that we cannot take the simple approach which a one-liner almost assumes. That is why a Reagan or a Wallace can come up with better lines than we do. On the other hand, I think that our speech writers, our excerpt writers, and everyone concerned, should put their minds to this problem and see what we can do to sharpen up our whole effort.

I still get back to my fundamental proposition that a hard sell on the issues in which people are most interested is more effective than the responsible analysis which I usually give in my responses to questions and which is always the earmark of our speeches.
What it comes down to is that intelligent people appreciate our style. For the great mass of voters it goes right over their heads. And, unlike Adlai Stevenson, we too seldom come up with a line which will hit them in the eye even when most of what we say is going right over their heads. This is a matter that I would like to discuss on Sunday with those who are included in this memorandum and with Frank Shakespeare if you can all come to Montauk Point. Speak to Chapin about making the arrangements.

On another subject, I think we should go forward on another hour to an hour and a half of the personal documentary -- try to schedule it on Friday afternoon. Chapin will set up the time.
July 8, 1968

MEMORANDUM

TO: Pat Buchanan
FROM: DC

The next time the research group meets, let's try to develop some line with regard to the government workers which will be appealing to them.

They are a decisive block in Maryland and Virginia and, of course, there are more government workers in California than there are in Washington, D.C.

Our anti-big-government line may scare these people and I think we need a good program for them to counterbalance this. Here is a place where the Critical Issues Group might give us some assistance.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Pat Buchanan
FROM: DC

Would you give an assignment to Huston and Gavin to prepare for RN the fifty best quotes from Woodrow Wilson and from Churchill - having in mind the fact that I am interested only in quotes that might be relevant today. Let each of them work independently on this project.

Also on that same subject, Jim Howard makes the point that we need to use more parables in our speeches. I have often raised this same question myself. Would you ask Gavin, Huston and Hume to come up with any further suggestions. Also, if there are any others on the staff who have any flair in this direction - get them to work on it too.

It is not helpful for me to receive a mass of material in this respect (I can buy books of quotations). I want each individual to put himself in my place and try to come up with parables and/or quotes that can be used in some of my speeches today.
July 2, 1968

MEMORANDUM

TO: HALDEMAN
FROM: DC
RE: SENATOR MUNDT

1) His first item was with regard to a Bill Wolfson, who claims to be a friend of Bebe Rebozo's but is primarily a leading New York Jewish figure. Wolfson believes that I should spend an evening with him at his apartment with a half dozen of his very prominent Jewish friends and that this will help us greatly in the Jewish community. My reaction is basically negative.

   I would suggest you give Rebozo a call. I have some recollection that this character Wolfson is no good.

2) He asked also about Anna Chennault's suggestion that either I or a member of my staff talk to General Khiem about Vietnam etc. This might be worth following up and I would suggest that Allen be the man to do the talking.

   Be sure that Anna Chennault is informed that we did follow up.

3) Item three was with regard to Ken Stofflmen of the National Farmers Organization. This is the rather radical group which up to this time has looked with favor on Kennedy, which Mundt says could possibly be oriented
toward RN if we indicate some concern about Farm imports.

With further relation to this subject, Mundt pushed again for us to get Steve Nelson, who is Tom Kleppe's aide, as our permanent Farm man on our staff. As I recall Nelson, I don't remember that he was too bright but he was loyal and knew the people in the farm community.

For your guidance, you don't want to spend an inordinate amount of time on the Farm subject because we can make more hay with that time in other directions. What we need, however, is perhaps somebody on our staff like a Steve Nelson who can hold the hands of people like Stofflmen, and also for that matter, talk with Mundt and others in the Senate who simply want to bend my year. Kleppe is our friend; you can check with him to see whether this Nelson thing should be pursued. And Bryce Harlow particularly should be checked because he may have a veto on it; he should have the final word.

Eddie McCullough apparently has a long song and dance about how Wilkie blitzed the 1940 Convention. He complained to Mundt that he had talked with Tom Evans and Evans was "too young" to remember the 1940 Convention and he didn't understand what happened. I learned that the party for Finch and Don Hughes that Eddie McCullough had also talked with Charlie McWhorter for an hour and Charlie said that his information is irrelevant to our situation.
today. I believe Charlie is right. On the other hand, I would suggest that when Hillings comes aboard, that he also massage Eddie McGinnis a bit, since he is a long time friend from the past, and does have some stroke with certain Veterans Organizations.

With further reference to Veterans, this I emphasize again is an area where we should really go gun-ho, in view of Hubert's weakness in this field. I should like to do so without having to address the two Veterans conventions, although I realize this is probably very difficult one to avoid.
RN thinks we should use the Wicker quote -- I told him Earl had mentioned this at dinner the other evening.
Config poke case g is.

If 'Derge' has OK results very carefully kept
in each state

Straight case N-N
N-N-W

Also R+N-W

Derge - in Berkeley -

6 Eugene Hall - 415-654-3985
at Claremont - 843-3000

Where Mon. AM. - flying late Sun.
Conf. call Sattam today on g.
Mon. AM. finally.

Be sure Derge knows this is confidential.
Haldeman -- "We are taking a very confidential poll on the VP. Derge -- Now the purpose of this note is (1) To add a question that I want asked in this poll and (2) to impress upon him the importance of the time factor we are not doing these through Bachelder -- therefore, the results of this poll -- I do not want Derge, Haldeman or Mitchell to see them -- I want them to come directly to me. If Derge sees them he is to be told they are to come to me ONLY -- I will tell Haldeman and Mitchell -- I do not want anyone else to tell them or anyone.

In each of these states run just a straight race -- Nixon vs Humphrey (no VP)
- each state a race Nixon/ Humphrey/Wallace and I also want them to run
  (Rockefeller/ Humphrey/ Wallace) in each state.
July 2, 1968

CONFIDENTIAL

TO: HALDEMAN
FROM: DC

In this memorandum I will list several items to be discussed with the PR Group and with the Research Speech Group.

The Gallup Poll dates, as to when they are in the field, coincide pretty well with our schedule as far as the first two polls are concerned, since we will either have television in the major states in that period or will have had it immediately before. The blank spot in our program, of course, if from July 28 to August 4. Perhaps we need to have some discussion of what kind of re-runs or saturation TV and Newspaper advertising we could have in the field during this period in the major states. Would you have this considered and give me a recommendation?

# # #
MEMORANDUM

TO: Anderson, All Research Group, P.R. Group

FROM: DC

RE: Attached Suggestions from Anderson

1. This analysis is on target.

2. Research - follow up in areas RN indicates.

3. P.R. -- particularly note RN agrees with page 1 completely - This is point he has been trying to make. It is time to move away from fighting the old battle of image to the new battle of where RN stands - only this way do we cut the Wallace vote.
To: RN
Fr: Anderson

Here are some suggestions for future speeches or statements.

1. Emphasize all research groups, as well as P.R.
2. This analysis is on target.
3. Follow up in areas P.N. indicated.
4. P.R. - particularly not.
5. I agree with page 1 completely.
6. This is the facet he has been trying to make.
7. It is time to move away from fighting the old battles to the new battles.

When P.N. stands, perhaps you too will...
RN has now developed a well-structured position on issues that is clear, consistent and directly attuned to the convictions of the great majority of the American people -- including independents and democrats.

So far our major communications effort seems to have been aimed at dispelling myths about RN's personality and character. The thrust of this action has been successful, and the effect should be cumulative from now on.

However, relatively little has been done to communicate positions on issues. Audience response -- at rallies, dinners, shopping centers, etc. -- has been excellent in regard to the points RN has been making to them directly on issues such as the economy, crime, the role of government, poverty programs, Vietnam, riots and so on.

It seems that we should now turn our efforts toward communicating these ideas through the mass media to the great mass of people who do not yet have a comprehensive view of where RN stands. It takes months to effectively communicate an idea to the electorate, and if we don't start now, it is unlikely that we will be able to transmit a clear, coherent picture by November.
I suggest that we now take stock of all the points made so far, and condense and edit them into a brief, well-structured package that will spell out:

(1) The basic theme of the campaign.
(2) The elements of that theme and how they relate to and reinforce one another.

Then we should work with the communications people to develop a program for communicating this package of ideas to every person who is a potential Nixon voter.
THE UNDERWATER FRONTIER

Draw analogy between the oceans and space. These are the last two great unexplored areas of the world, and compared with space, relatively little has been accomplished in our vast oceans.

(1) The potential of the sea — the untapped resources of minerals, oils and food.

(2) The sophistication of the new ocean technology available for use.

(3) The importance of the oceans for national security.

With regard to the exploration of the sea, we are now at the same point we were at in the early 1950's (at the start of the Eisenhower-Nixon Administration) with the exploration of space. What we need now is a national agency — a National Institute of Oceanography (NIO) — that can provide the kind of direction and coordination that was so vital to the brilliant successes of our space effort in the 1950's.

Advantages

(1) Shows awareness of new technology, a forward-looking position by a modern candidate. Brings in the excitement of exploration.

(2) Adds diversity and depth to policy position.

Disadvantages

(1) It is relatively unimportant compared with the major crises of today.

(2) In terms of priorities, we cannot afford to spend very much money on any effort like this.
RN's position on the all-volunteer army is a sound one. However, at this time it is vulnerable because the reasons for such a step and its advantages have not been fully explained. To those who do not understand how a volunteer army would work, it may appear that such a move would undermine our national security.

We can forestall this reaction with a comprehensive statement setting forth the main advantages of an all-volunteer army -- increased national security, elimination of the draft -- and answering the main objections before they come up -- can't get enough men, lack of flexibility in crises, threat of a military takeover, etc.

# # # #
The idea is to show that RN is:

(1) Thoroughly familiar with technological developments in this area, and is the up-to-date candidate that can cope with the on-rushing technology of the last third of the 20th Century.

(2) Alleviate people's fear of computers. Used by an Administration that understands and appreciates their capabilities, they can benefit man, that they can make life easier for him instead of more difficult, that they can expand his freedom, not limit it.
Demonstrate the dangers of the "new left" by tracing out their history, their views and their actions. While still very small this "incipient totalitarianism" must not be allowed to spread. Use examples of what has happened with similar movements around the world, and draw analogies between developments abroad and at home.

Call on democratic candidates to repudiate the "extremists of the far left" such as the SDS.
A short statement of principle, discussing the philosophy and principles of RN's approach to government. Not people, or parties, but the ideas that the "New Alignment" is based on. Discuss the nature of individual freedom and responsibility.

Develop the theme that the new road is that approach to government that recognizes that the purpose of government is to protect the rights of individual people -- their lives, their property, their chance for the opportunity to make something of themselves. This road is the only road in history that has made it possible for people to have -- at the same time -- security, freedom and prosperity.

Emphasize the morality of this new road, particularly in regard to the initiation of violence. Show that the approach is characterized by an idealistic morality that transcends party, race and creed.

# # # #
LET'S get a completely frank analysis of our organization and shake it up.

I think there is some outright disloyalty - some just passive acceptance - and others who are just incompetent. I feel we need to shake it up -- firing a few people might do just that!